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Abstract
In this paper we prove that the language of all primitive (strongly primitive) words over a nontrivial alphabet can be generated by
certain types of Marcus contextual grammars.
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1. Introduction
Marcus contextual grammars play an important role in theoretical computer science. (See, for example, [6].) It is a
well-known conjecture of Dömösi et al. [1] that the language Q of all primitive words over a nontrivial alphabet (having
at least two letters) is not context-free. This conjecture has not yet been proved or disproved so far. It is a natural and
interesting question whether or not Q can be generated by some other well-known types of grammars. Now we consider
three types of Marcus contextual grammars from this point of view.
2. Preliminaries
A word (over ) is a ﬁnite sequence of elements of some ﬁnite nonempty set . We call the set  an alphabet and
the elements of  letters. If u and v are words over an alphabet , then their catenation uv is also a word over . In
particular, for every word u over , u= u = u where  denotes the empty word. Given a word u, we deﬁne u0 = ,
un = un−1u, n1, u∗ = {un : n0} and u+ = u∗u.
The length |w| of a word w is the number of letters in w where each letter is counted as many times as it occurs.
Thus || = 0. By the free monoid ∗ generated by , we mean the set of all words (including the empty word ) having
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catenation as multiplication. We set + = ∗\{} where the subsemigroup + of ∗ is said to be the free semigroup
generated by . Subsets of ∗ are referred to as languages over .
A word u over  is said to be periodic if there exist a word v over  and positive integer n2 such that u = vn. In
this case, v is called a period of u. Let u ∈ +. If u is not periodic, then u is called a primitive word over . The set of
all primitive words over  will be denoted by Q(), or simply by Q if  is understood. The language Q has received
special interest: Q and +\Q play an important role in the algebraic theory of codes and formal languages (see [5,7]).
Let u ∈ +. Then u is said to be semiperiodic if u is represented as u= vnv′, where n2, v ∈ X+ and v′ is a preﬁx
of v (including ). A word u over  is called a strongly primitive word over  if it is not semiperiodic. The set of all
strongly primitive words over  will be denoted by SQ(), or simply by SQ if  is understood.
Let H be a ﬁnite set. In what follows, by |H | we denote its cardinality.
For more detailed information on formal languages, the reader is referred to [3].
3. The set of primitive words
In this section, we deal with some properties of the set of primitive words with respect to various types of Marcus
contextual languages.
The next statement is from Shyr and Thierrin [7,8].
Theorem 3.1. Let i1 and uv ∈ {pi : p ∈ Q}. Then vu ∈ {pi : p ∈ Q}, too. In other words, the sets {pi : p ∈
Q}, i1, are closed under cyclic permutations of words.
Theorem 3.2. If u = , then there exist a unique primitive word f and a unique integer k1 such that u = f k .
The following result by Fine and Wilf [2] can also be applied.
Theorem 3.3. Let u and v be nonempty words and let p, q0 be integers. If up and vq contain a common preﬁx or
sufﬁx of length |u| + |v| − g.c.d.(|u|, |v|) where g.c.d.(|u|, |v|) denotes the greatest common divisor of |u| and |v|,
then u = wm and v = wn for some word w and positive integers m, n.
Using the above theorem, we can prove the following result essentially due to Borwein (see Proposition 1.12 in [7]).
Theorem 3.4. Let  be a nontrivial alphabet, i.e. ||2. If w,wa /∈Q where w ∈ + and a ∈ , then w ∈ a+.
Proof. Sincew,wa /∈Q, there exist p, q ∈ Q andm, n2 such thatw=pm andwa=qn. Hence |p|=|w|/m |w|/2
and |q| = (|w| + 1)/n(|w| + 1)/2. By Theorem 3.3, these inequalities imply that |p| + |q| − g.c.d(|p|, |q|)< |w|
and p = q. From the fact that 1= |wa| − |w| = (m− n)|p|, it follows that |p| = 1 and p = a. This completes the proof
of the theorem. 
A (Marcus) contextual grammar with choice is a structure G = (, A,C,) where  is an alphabet, A is a ﬁnite
subset of ∗, i.e. the set of axioms, C is a ﬁnite subset of ∗ × ∗, i.e. the set of contexts, and  : ∗ → 2C is the
choice function. If (x) = C holds for every x ∈ ∗ then we say that G is a (Marcus) contextual grammar without
choice and then we omit  sometimes.
We deﬁne two relations on V ∗: for any x ∈ V ∗, we write x⇒exy if and only if y = uxv for a context (u, v) in
(x), x⇒iny if and only if x = x1x2x3, y = x1ux2vx3 for some (u, v) ∈ (x2). By ⇒∗ex and ⇒∗in, we denote the
reﬂexive and transitive closure of these relations and let L(G) = {x ∈ ∗ : w⇒∗x,w ∈ A} for  ∈ {ex, in}. Then
Lex(G) is the (Marcus) external contextual language (with or without choice) generated by G, and similarly, Lin(G)
is the (Marcus) internal contextual language (with or without choice) generated by G.
Now let G = (, A,C,) where  is an alphabet, A is a ﬁnite language over , C is a ﬁnite subset of ∗ × ∗ and
 : ∗ × ∗ × ∗ → 2C .
Deﬁne the relation⇒ on∗ such that x ⇒ y for some x, y ∈ ∗ if and only if x=x1x2x3, y=x1ux2vx3, x1, x2, x3 ∈
∗ for a context (u, v) ∈ (x1, x2, x3). Moreover, let ⇒∗ denote the reﬂexive and transitive closure of ⇒. Thus L(G)
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is deﬁned as the (Marcus) total contextual language (with or without choice) generated by G. If(x1, x2, x3)=C holds
for every x1, x2, x3 ∈ X∗, then we say that G is a (Marcus) total contextual grammar without choice and sometimes
we omit  having this property.
Theorem 3.5. The language Q of all primitive words over an alphabet  is an external contextual language with
choice.
Proof. Notice that the proposition holds true for ||=1. Hence we assume that ||2. Deﬁne G= (, A,C,) in the
following way. Let A = , C = {(, ) :  ∈ +, ||2} and moreover let (w) = {(, ) : (, ) ∈ C, w ∈ Q}
for every w ∈ ∗. By the deﬁnition of the grammar G, it is obvious that Lex(G) ⊆ Q. Now we prove that Q ⊆ Lex(G)
by induction. First, we have ( ∪ 2) ∩ Q ⊆ Lex(G). Now, assume that ( ∪ 2 ∪ · · · ∪ n) ∩ Q ⊆ Lex(G) for
some n2. Let u ∈ n+1 ∩ Q and let u = wab where a, b ∈ +. If w ∈ Q or wa ∈ Q, then w⇒exwab = u or
wa⇒exwab = u. Since w ∈ Q or wa ∈ Q, u = wab ∈ Lex(G). Assume that w,wa /∈Q. By Theorem 3.4, we have
w ∈ a+. Hence w = an−1. Thus u = wab = anb ∈ Q and a = b. Since an−1b⇒exanb = u and an−1b ∈ Q, we have
u ∈ Lex(G), i.e. Q ⊆ Lex(G). This completes the proof of the theorem. 
It is known (see, for example, [6]) that the total contextual grammars are a generalization of both the internal and
the external ones. Thus we have the following corollary.
Corollary 3.6. The language Q of all primitive words over an alphabet  is a total contextual language with choice.
Regarding the internal contextual grammar, we have the following statement.
Theorem 3.7. The languageQof all primitivewords over a nontrivial alphabet is not an internal contextual language
with choice.
Proof. Suppose that there exists a G = (, A,C,) with Q = Lin(G). Then there exist u, v,w ∈ ∗ such that
uv ∈ + and (u, v) ∈ (w). Let a, b ∈  with a = b. Then it is obvious that a|uwv|b|uwv|wa|uwv|b|uwv|uwv ∈ Q
and a|uwv|b|uwv|wa|uwv|b|uwv|uwv⇒in(a|uwv|b|uwv|uwv)2. However, this contradicts the assumption thatQ=Lin(G).
Thus the theorem holds true. 
By the above proof argument, we have the following:
Corollary 3.8. The language Q of all primitive words over a nontrivial alphabet  is not an internal contextual
language without choice.
Theorem 3.9. The language Q of all primitive words over a nontrivial alphabet  is not an external contextual
language without choice.
Proof. Assume that G = (, A,C) with Q = Lex(G). Let (u, v) ∈ C such that (u, v) = (, ). By Theorem 3.2,
vu = pi for some p ∈ Q and i1. Notice that p⇒exupv and pvu = pi+1 /∈Q. By Theorem 3.1, upv /∈Q. This
contradicts the assumption that Q = Lex(G). Thus the theorem holds true. 
Since the total contextual grammars are a generalization of the external ones, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 3.10. The language Q of all primitive words over a nontrivial alphabet  is not a total contextual language
without choice.
Remark 3.11. It can be easily shown that an external contextual language without choice is a linear context-free
language. Moreover, it is shown in [4] that Q is not a linear context-free language. Therefore, we can also obtain
Theorem 3.9 as a direct consequence of that result in [4].
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4. The set of strongly primitive words
In this section, we deal with the set of strongly primitive words.
Proposition 4.1. Let u be semiperiodic. Then u can be represented as u = w′wm where w ∈ +,m2 and w′ is a
sufﬁx of w.
Proof. Let u ∈ + be a semiperiodic word. Then there exist v ∈ +, n2 and a preﬁx v′ of v such that u = vnv′,
Since v′ is a preﬁx of v, v = v′v′′ for some v′′ ∈ ∗. Thus u= vnv′ = (v′v′′)nv′ = v′(v′′v′)n. This completes the proof
of the proposition. 
Lemma 4.2. Let u ∈ + be semiperiodic. Then u can be uniquely represented as u=pnp′ where p ∈ Q, p′ is a preﬁx
of p and n2.
Proof. Since u is semiperiodic, we have u= vkv′ where v ∈ +, v′ is a proper preﬁx of v and k2. By Theorem 3.2,
there exist p ∈ Q and i1 such that v=pi . Moreover, v′ =pjp′ where j0 and p′ is a preﬁx of p. Thus u=pik+jp′.
Now let u = pmp′ = qnq ′ where p, q ∈ Q, p, q ∈ Q, p′, q ′ are, respectively, a preﬁx of p and a preﬁx of q, and
m, n2. By Theorem 3.3, it can be veriﬁed that p= q, p′ = q ′ and m=n. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Lemma 4.3. Let  be a nontrivial alphabet. If aw and wb are semiperiodic where w ∈ + and a, b ∈ , then awb is
semiperiodic.
Proof. Let aw = pnp′ and wb = qmq ′ where n,m2, p, q ∈ Q and, p′ and q ′ are preﬁxes of p and q, respectively.
Let p = au where u ∈ ∗. Then w is a common preﬁx of (ua)n and qm. Since |p| = |ua|(|w| + 1)/n |w|/2 + 1/2
and |q|(|w|+1)/m |w|/2+1/2, we have |p|+|q|−g.c.d.(|p|, |q|) |p|+|q|−1 |w|. By Theorem 3.3, ua=q
and |p| = |q|. This also implies that |p′| = |q ′|. In this case, it can be veriﬁed that p′b = aq ′. Moreover, aq ′ is a preﬁx
of p. Hence awb = pnp′b and p′b is a preﬁx of p. Consequently, awb is semiperiodic. 
Theorem 4.4. The language SQ of all strongly primitive words over an alphabet  is an external contextual language
with choice.
Proof. Notice that the theorem holds true for || = 1. Hence we assume that ||2. Deﬁne G = (, A,C,) in the
following way: let A =  and let C = {(, ) :  ∈ +, || = 1}; moreover, let for every w ∈ ∗, (w) = {(, ) :
(, ) ∈ C, w ∈ SQ}. By the above deﬁnition of the grammar G, it is easy to see that Lex(G) ⊆ SQ. Now we prove
that Q ⊆ Lex(G) by induction. First, we have (∪2)∩SQ ⊆ Lex(G). Now, assume that (∪2 ∪ · · · ∪n)∩Q ⊆
Lex(G) for some n2. Let u ∈ n+1 ∩ SQ and let u = awb where a, b ∈ . By Lemma 4.3, we have aw ∈ SQ or
wb ∈ Q. Notice that, in this case, aw⇒exawb=u orwb⇒exawb=u. Since aw ∈ SQ orwb ∈ SQ,u=wab ∈ Lex(G).
Consequently, u ∈ Lex(G), i.e. SQ ⊆ Lex(G). This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Theorem 4.5. The language SQof all strongly primitivewords over a nontrivial alphabet is not an external contextual
language without choice.
Proof. Suppose that there exists an external contextual language without choice G = (, A,C) with Lex(G). Then
there exist u, v ∈ ∗ with uv ∈ + such that (u, v) ∈ C. Let a, b ∈  with a = b. Then it is obvious that
a|uv|b|uv|vua|uv|b|uv| ∈ SQ. On the other hand, a|uv|b|uv|vua|uv|b|uv|⇒ex(ua|uv| b|uv|v)2 /∈ SQ. This yields a contra-
diction. Thus the theorem holds true. 
Theorem 4.6. The language SQof all strongly primitivewords over a nontrivial alphabet is not an internal contextual
language with choice.
Proof. Suppose that there exists an internal contextual language with choice G = (, A,C,) with SQ = Lex(G).
Then there exist u, v,w ∈ ∗ with uv ∈ + such that (u, v) ∈ (w). Let a, b ∈  with a = b. Then it is
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obvious that a|uvw|b|uvw|uwva|uvw|b|uvw|w ∈ SQ. On the other hand, we have a|uvw|b|uvw|uwva|uvw|b|uvw|
w⇒in(a|uvw|b|uvw|uwv)2 /∈ SQ. This yields a contradiction. Thus the theorem holds true. 
By the above proof argument, we have
Corollary 4.7. The language SQ of all strongly primitive words over a nontrivial alphabet  is not an internal
contextual language without choice.
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